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FOR REVIEW

Informing the UNC-Chapel Hill community about changes to technology policies.

DATA NETWORK POLICY AND STANDARD, WIRELESS STANDARD

What? We have updated drafts of Network policies.  Existing Policies and standards have 

been pulled into three draft documents:  Data Network Policy, Data Network 

Standard, and Wireless Standard. 

The new documents are drawn from the following longstanding help documents 

 with the following planned effects: 

http://help.unc.edu/help/data-network-policies/  (would be superseded by the 

attached documents, redirect to policy page) 

http://help.unc.edu/help/data-network-infrastructure-policy/ (would be superseded 

by the attached documents, redirect to policy page) 

http://help.unc.edu/help/its-wireless-networking-policy-statement/ (Would be 

superseded by the attached documents, redirect to policy page) 

http://help.unc.edu/help/unc-chapel-hill-wireless-spectrum-management-policy/ 

(Would be superseded by the attached documents, redirect to policy page) 

http://help.unc.edu/help/registering-a-non-unc-domain-name/ (Would remain, some 

text could be modified to refer to the new documents) 

http://help.unc.edu/help/campus-ipv6-policy/ (Would remain, some text could be 

modified to refer to the new documents) 

Please help by reading and providing feedback on these documents to make sure 

that they reflect a solid shared understanding of these important topics.  Thank you!

Who? All UNC-Chapel Hill Users of network services

Where? http://its.unc.edu/its-policy-review/

NEWLY PUBLISHED
TRANSMISSION OF PHI AND SI POLICY AND STANDARD

What?

Who? 

Minor revisions to the existing Policy and Standard on the Transmission of PHI and 

Sensitive Information.  Incorporating reference to the Information Classification 

Standard to differentiate types of sensitive information.  Rewording examples in the 

Standard for clarity.  

All UNC-Chapel Hill  Users who transmit sensitive information for the University 

Where? http://its.unc.edu/about-us/how-we-operate/

Security
Based on our annual review and feedback received since the last revision, expect to 

see a new draft of the IT Security Controls posted for review in March.  If you have 

feedback to offer prior to that, please don't hesitate! 

Also, in bigger news, we are beginning work on an entirely revised Information 

Security Policy.  Your participation in that process will be critical.  Over the past two 

years we have moved quite a few sections to new Standards and into other security- 

related Policies.  We expect a clean, straightforward Policy to result from this 

revision.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEW
ON THE ROADMAP 

The IT Policy Office is continuing to review and update IT Policies to best serve the 

University's Information Technology needs.  We are always soliciting feedback on new policies.  All 

feedback that is received by the IT Policy Office is saved and included in the policy review process.   

HOW TO SEND FEEDBACK
If you have feedback on this bulletin, on IT 

policy development or management, or on any 
campus IT policy document, please feel free to 

contact Kim Stahl directly at 
kim_stahl@unc.edu, via the ITS policy staff 

email its_policy@unc.edu, or give us specific 
feedback on the ITS Policy Review page: 

https://its.unc.edu/its-policy-review/
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